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Outset Group Consulting Case Study: Facilitated Focus Group 

Service: Facilitated Focus Group  
The Outset Group organizes and facilitates a Focus Group to assess enterprise capabilities in 

business analysis, and to recommend solutions that improve BA performance 

Deliverables: Focus Group Charter – Enterprise Survey and Report – Process Improvement 
Recommendations – Training Priorities and Solutions - Project Plan 

Situation: A variety of departments and business units needed representation in the push to 
improve business analysis enterprise – wide. We needed to hear directly from a variety 
of people, during fact-finding, when prioritizing needs, and when implementing 
changes. Widespread participation was a prerequisite if we were to make solid 
recommendations, and then carry them out. 

Initiation: The Outset Group quickly gained approval to formulate and lead a Business Analysis 
Focus Group. The sponsor and core management group reached out to gain the 
necessary business, technical, and management members, who agreed to devote two 
hours a week for three months to the BA Focus Group. 

Execution: This engagement moved very fast, and we were able to keep the pace because every 
week we had the right people in the room for one hour, with a commitment to devote 
another hour per week to document review or taking a survey or communicating with 
others in their department. The BA Focus Group became the hub of this continuous 
improvement effort. Important questions were raised and answered in BA Focus Group 
meetings. When we needed follow up, we got it.  When it came time to write 
recommendations, we had confidence that proposed changes and training would have 
an immediate positive effect. 

Result: Solid information and consistently positive communication led to a consensus plan for 
BA improvements.  Our Recommendations combined the objectivity and experience of 
The Outset Group with the voice of the enterprise.  Key personnel from various 
departments shared a positive experience, delivered on their commitment, and became 
champions for needed changes.   
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